
A SOMATM

Family Solution

An entry level, economical cash drawer

ECD350
Cash Drawer

apg’s Somatm Product Family Cash Drawers offer customers 

a cost effective, economical solution. The Soma Product 

Family is designed to meet the market requirements for small 

to medium businesses within retail and hospitality

including those with tablet and mobile POS environments. 

The ECD350 cash drawer features a small footprint

designed to maximize counter space and is the ideal platform 

for compact EPoS terminals and mobile POS where space is 

at a premium.

Featuring  steel construction (5kg in 

weight) & steel ball bearing rollers for 

a prolonged operational life.

The Insert can accommodate 4

Layflat notes and 8 coins to

offer easy access to speed up

transactions

Ideal for use in situations where 

space is limited, the ECD350 cash 

drawer features a small footprint of 

just 350mm in width to maximize the 

counter space.

The insert can be removed from the 

ECD350 cash drawer to make it 

easy to transport coins and notes to 

the back office.

Steel Construction

Practical Compartment

Compact Design

Easily Removeable Insert



Soma  FamilyTM

Genesis  Family

Legend  Family

*For more information on product warranties, view APG’s full warranty statement online at https://www.apgsolutions.com/warranty/
**Lifetime warranty only available for Series 4000 with registration
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- Arlo

- Minota

- SCD

Cost-effective, highly functional economical cash drawers 

that offer excellent value.

Low transaction volumes such as Kiosks, 

Food trucks, & Specialty Retail.

500,000 Transactions 

Tested with 4 lbs (1.8kg)

Up to 1 year

- Vasario

- Phoenix

- Microlite

- STD2000Lite

- E3000

- E3900

Standard cash drawers includes features, such as

multi-function locks, drawer status reporting and interface 

options, found in more expensive cash drawers.

Medium transaction volumes such as 

Hospitality, Retail and Convenience.

1 Million Transactions 

Tested with 6lbs 

(2.7kg)

Up to 3 years

- Series 4000

- Series 100

- SL3000

- E3600

- MOD03/04

- MICRO

Exceeding customer & industry expectations, Legend 

cash drawers are the ultimate heavy duty & performance 

cash drawers.

High transaction volumes such as Fast 

Food and Grocery.

4 Million Transactions 

Tested with 8 to 12 lbs 

(3.6-5.5 kg)

Up to 5 years or 

lifetime limited 

warranty**

- Skimming Range

- STD2000

- MAXI

- FLEXI

- NANO

- CURVI

Best In Class Solutions

Part Numbers

apg® has taken its 40+ years of cash management experience and now offers a suite of Best in Class cash drawer solutions. Our innovative designs are manufactured to 
meet the requirements of a variety of transactional environments all the while offering a consistent out-of-box lifetime performance. apg® tests all of its cash drawers with 

the appropriate amount of weight for the Class/Family to emulate a loaded till at the retail point of sale.
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WARRANTY

INSERT

INTERFACES

ECD350-BLK   -   24v All Black

LOCK

KEY

350 x 405 x 100 (mm) | 13.7 x 15.9 x 39 (inch)

Black (BLK)

2 Slots

500,000 Cycles

1 Year

Random (25 Differs)

24v RJ11 with 1.5m lead and drawer status microswitch

Three Function Lock

8 Coin, 4 Notes

Product Features


